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Western civilization in religion: Judaism/ethical monotheism. Books of scripture, and the entire Oral Torah, the oral tradition for interpreting the ... Ethos der Weltkulturen: Religion und Ethik - Google Books Result These religions share many common beliefs: (1) there is one God, (2) mighty and (3) ... Both Judaism and Christianity no longer practice the scriptural laws of animal ... But while for Judaism the mitzvot, the ethical and ritual commandments of the Bible, ... In addition to the Tanakh, a tradition of Oral Torah, passed down to the ...
Judaism is considered by religious Jews to be the expression of the covenantal relationship that God established with the Children of Israel.[5] With between 14.5 and 17.4 million adherents worldwide,[6] Judaism is the tenth-largest religion in the world. Ethical monotheism is central in all sacred or normative texts of Judaism. Judaism also universally recognizes the Biblical Covenant between God and the Patriarch Abraham as well as the additional aspects of the Covenant revealed to Moses, who is considered Judaism's greatest prophet.[4][48][49][50][51] In the Mishnah, a core text of Rabbinic Judaism, acceptance of the Divine origins of this covenant is considered an essential aspect of Judaism and those.